Yule Convocation
Set for Tomorrow

By Bruce Markens

The annual Holiday Convocation will be held in Pauline Blum Auditorium tomorrow at 10:15. It is the first Convocation presented by Student Council since 1926. J. Bailey Harvey, chief of the marshals of the College, will address the gathering.

In addition, the Student Council present Insignium Awards to graduating seniors who have excelled in extra-curricular activities.

Dr. Buell G. Gallagher will address the Convocation.

CLASS SCHEDULE

Convocation: 10:30-11:10

Convocation Closing: 3:30-4:10

BHE Ratifies Promotions

The Board of Higher Education last night approved the promotions of 15 Baruch School instructors.

Robert K. Stranghan of the Mathematics Department and Ruth C. Wright of the Department of Student Life were promoted from associate to full professorships.

Raised from the rank of assistant to associate professor were Irving J. Chaykin, Abraham Klein, and Max Zimmerling, all of the Accounting Department.

Also promoted to associate professor were Nathan Sackien of the German Department, Samuel Thomas of the Government Department, and Katherine E. O'Byrne of the Speech Department.

Promoted to assistant professor from instructor were Robert Burtgall of the Art Department, Frank A. Thornton of the Economics Department, and Katherine E. Moyna of the Physical Education Department.

Next term, Professor John W. pang will be acting chairman of the Business Administration Department. He will take the place of Professor Arthur Albrecht who will be studying with the Fulbright Commission.

Rubin to Present Dixieland Jazz

By Kenny Metviner

Stan Rubin and his Tiger Town Dixieland band will present Dixieland music tonight at 8:30, as part of the 1957 Christmas season at the Uptown Center. The concert sponsored by Student Council, will feature both modern and modern Dixieland music.

Feller Aims to Fulfill Student Expectations

By Isaac Sultan

"I realize a lot is expected of me," Student Council President-elect Irwin Feller declared, "and it will be my job to fulfill the students' desires to have a voice in the formulation of faculty-controlled fields, such as the curricula."

Feller, elected with a plurality of 156 votes, feels "great" as a result of the School-wide election. He hopes to get the major organizations of the School to work together on social aspects.

The results of Wednesday's election saw Feller, Buddy Mott, and Bill Dinkelacker tally 396-260-194 votes, respectively.

Rosen Plans Return Uptown

By Martin Jacobs

Jacob Rosen plans to return to the College this fall after serving in the U.S. Army. He was called to active duty last summer.

The BHE decision was based on the report of a three-man trial committee chaired by Charles H. Tottle. The committee was made after hearing presentations by Ephraim S. London, Michael Castaldi, attorney for the prosecution; Victor Rahmowitz, a representative of the Teachers Union; and Barton Cohen, attorney for the Uptown Student Council, who spoke on behalf of the student body, Uptown.

London emphasized that the trial committee had limited the charges to the years 1939-1941. He asserted that the Teachers Union had never been declared subversive. It was a list of the Communist Party. Therefore, he said, membership in the union is not evidence of membership in the Communist Party.

In regard to the "Marching in Place" charges Thursday that he allowed a Communist flag in homage to Nikita S. Krushchev at the Moscow Youth Congress next summer...

The paraders arrived in front of the reviewing stand; I held the flag up and turned my back to display it, I didn't droop or flag it, Rosen said.

The Uptown student denied charges made in the afternoon that he started a clampdown on subversive activities in the College. In October, an effigy bearing Rosen's name was found hanging from a lamppost at the Uptown center.

Stan Rubin

Switzerland, in addition to the resort areas of France.

In this country, the Rubin Band introduced college jazz to Carnegie Hall with a concert November 24, 1954. RCA Victor recorded that recital in an album entitled, "Dixieland Goes to Carnegie Hall". The performance was repeated a year later.

In 1955, the Newport Jazz Festival was opened by the band. Also in that year, they played at Grace Kelly's wedding in Monaco. It was the only American band invited.

Stan Rubin, 24 years old, is a first baseman in jazz as a type of music that should be shared by the musician and the listener alike. He aims to have his audience "live" the music he plays, so they can enjoy it in the "true sense."
Leadership Conference Convenes January 30

Science Reduction Approved by BHE

The Board of Higher Education approved last night a reduction in the science requirement for the program leading to a Bachelor of Arts Degree. The present 11 credit requirement is material reduced to a 6-credit option. The change was made to accommodate the needs of students considering the sciences.
SC To Approve Proctor Posts

To the Editor of THE TICKER:

I am writing in regard to the recent suggestion that the Board of the Student Council should approve the positions of proctors. I disagree with this idea.

First of all, the idea of allowing students to take exams in the presence of a proctor is not a good one. It invites cheating and creates an atmosphere of suspicion and mistrust between students and instructors.

Secondly, the idea of having students vote on who should be proctors is also not a good one. It puts too much power in the hands of the students and can lead to arbitrary decisions.

Finally, I believe that the best way to ensure that students are honest is to have a system in place that makes cheating difficult, rather than allowing students to choose their own cheaters.

I would be pleased to discuss this issue further with you.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Letters to the Editor

The Hour Class

By Ruth Cohen

The failure of the means-money method has precipitated a lack of cooperation among the classes. In this particular case, the class of 1957 was not interested in the success of the class of 1958.

As a result, the class of 1958 was not interested in the success of the class of 1957. The situation was further complicated by the fact that the class of 1957 was not interested in the success of the class of 1958.

The outcome was a complete lack of cooperation among the classes. In this particular case, the class of 1957 was not interested in the success of the class of 1958.
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School-wide Prom Planned
By Council For January 22

The School-wide Prom is scheduled for January 22 at the Essex House on Central Park South. Music will be provided by Paul Martell and his band, currently playing at the Roseland Danceteria. It was featured at the semi-finals of the Harlem Moon Prom.

Austin Dismissed...

It referred to the committee's statement on Dr. Austin's reading books on the themes of communism and homosexuality. These books are on the shelves of the City College library and are available to students.

The Trial Committee's conclusions are untenable, and it finds that the readings were based on the only reading of one of the party's leaders, and not on the substance or significance of the books.

In the instance of Mr. Austin's statement on Dr. Austin's associates, there is no basis for the charge that his case is not very wellounded, and that the Teachers Union had no substance or significance.

The Department of Education has been, and is, the voice of the community in all cases and has been ruled against by the courts before.

All evidence in the preceding brings us to the level of Mericura's, a few years ago. Apart the report of the committee, there were two other reading books on the tenets of the Communist Party.

The Banirhiaas' lead to 12 points and never relinquished it. The Baruch basketball team won its first game, 70-66, over the New York State College of Teachers in the New Year on Thursday afternoon at 8:30 in the Essex Hotel Park Theatre.

Lunch is 70c in the cafe-ocl. A New York City. Any donations to scrapbooks and sent to the Baruchians' office at 405 Second Avenue November 21, as well as for December 21.
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City Defeats Adelphi, 62-58; Bennardo Scores 22 Points

By Mel Winer and Sid Davidson

Led by sharpshooting Joe Bennardo, and the recollection of Hector Lewis, City College's basketball team defeated a hustling Adelphi College squad, 62-58, before a capacity crowd at Garden City, Long Island, Saturday.

Never falling behind after the opening minutes of the contest the Beavers, controlling both backboards against the small, but scrappy, Panthers, were able to maintain their lead despite the accurate jump shooting of Adelphi's Mel Jacobsy, Art Bemotl and Bob Popko.

The closest the Panthers came the opening stages was midway through the second half, when, with City ahead, 28-31, Adelphi's Jacobsy successfully converted a foul shot, Popko scored on a layup, and Popko, with successful free throw, narrowed the City lead to point one.

However, the Beavers came back to take the margin on a foul shot by Bob Silver, and a three-point play by Hector Lewis. After a two-pointer by Bennardo, the Lavender scored six straight points to regain their seven-point margin.

JUMP SHOT: Bob Silver attempts to score on a jump shot in the first half of Saturday night's game. The Beavers won, 62-58.

By half-time, the Beavers led 28-21, due mainly to Bennardo's 15 points. The outing established a defensive wall of Lewis, who blanked Popko, was a ballhawk under the boards along with Silver, important factors in the Lavender's first half time margin.

Wednesday, the Beavers gained their second victory of the season and their ninth straight win over their semi-professional cousins, Queens College, 79-77.

Playing on their own court, the Knight's biggest handicap was a lack of height. They had no man taller than 6-2, and only two men over 6-4. The starting Beavers, with the exception of Joe Bennardo, were all 6-0 or more.

The Lavender were paced by Joel Ascher and Hector Lewis, who scored 19 and 17 points, respectively. Baruchian Marty Groveman tallied ten points—all in the first half.

High scorer for the Knights and high individual scorer for the game was 5-11 co-captain Bob Bass, with 24 points.

Bob Silver, City's 6-3 center, didn't play for the Beavers. He had an infected finger.

All-Met League Picks Cancelled by Coaches

There will be no Metropolitan Intercollegiate Soccer League all-star team this year.

Since very few of the coaches saw all the players in action, the coaches decided that it would be unfair to choose a team, Beaver soccer mentor Harry Karlin said.

Last year, five Citites were chosen for the first team All-Met squad. Two players were awarded second team honors, while one Beaver was given honorable mention.

The coaches announced that the league would return to its former format, with each team playing all the other teams during the season.

This year, the league was split in half to allow the teams to schedule their own games.

At present, a ruling of the College's General Faculty prohibits the Beavers from playing more than nine games a season. The reason is that the squad is too young and the college怕 it is against the rules to allow a team to play more than nine games in a season.

The league was split into two divisions, each containing five teams.

By Arlene Rickman

The women's basketball team at City College definitely deserves to be recognized, (says this female) Under the skilled guidance of Professor Laura Ham, seventeen sports-minded girls are striving to make their mark in the intercollegiate Women's Basketball League.

This season, the "femmes" will play their first game against the University at 8 p.m., November 25, in the Roxy Gymnasium on campus.

The team consists of a nucleus of veterans combined with some strong beginners. The available personnel are: Helene Green, Joyce Lerner, Betty Shraibman, Marion Levin, and the entire team.

The team uses the official five rule, for its games. The same differences are that there are not enough girls on the team to have a fourth team play. The court is divided into half regulation size, they are in to two dribbles; as against the unlimited dribbling; are allowed no personal fouls; only forwards may shoot.

The game requires girls who are "natural" at sports and well-coordinated...